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A

Bárbara I. Abadía-Rexach (2020), Assistant Professor in Latina/Latino Studies. Ph.D. The University of Texas at Austin.

Rabab Abdulhadi (2007), Associate Professor in Race and Resistance Studies. Ph.D. Yale University.

Priyanvada Abeywickrama (2007), Associate Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

James Brian Aday (2014), Associate Professor in Hospitality and Tourism Management. Ph.D. Texas Tech University.

Nicole Adelstein Levander (2015), Associate Professor in Chemistry and Biochemistry. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.


Olivia Albiero (2016), Associate Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Michelle Alegria-Hartman (2004), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Davis.

Abeer Aljarrah (2018), Assistant Professor in Computer Science. Ph.D. University of North Carolina at Charlotte.

Diane Allen (2008), Professor in Physical Therapy. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.


Alvin Alvarez (1997), Professor in Counseling. Ph.D. University of Maryand, College Park.


Ivan A. Anastassov (2018), Assistant Professor in Biology. M.Phil. (2009), Graduate Center, City University of New York; Ph.D. (2013), Graduate Center and Hunter College, City University of New York.

David Anderson (1996), Professor in Kinesiology. Ph.D. Louisiana State University.

Marc Anderson (2007), Associate Professor in Chemistry. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.


Ishman Anderson (2017), Lecturer in Criminal Justice Studies.

Mitra Ara (2011), Associate Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Michael Arcega (2013), Associate Professor in Art. M.F.A. Stanford University.

Federico Ardila (2005), Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Kathleen A. Arnolfo (2006), Lecturer in Communication Studies. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Artur Arrieta (2005), Lecturer in History. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Makiko Asano (2001), Associate Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. Harvard University.

Fred Astren (1996), Professor in Jewish Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Tanya Augsburg (2007), Professor in Liberal Studies. Ph.D. Emory University.

Bruce Avery (1994), Professor in Theatre Arts. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Anita Axt (1979), Lecturer in French. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Mojtaba Azadi (2015), Associate Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. University of Alberta.

Mohammad Azadpur (2003), Professor in Philosophy. Ph.D. University of Virginia.

Sally Baack (2000), Professor in Management. Ph.D. University of Southern California.

Leia B. Bagesteiro (2018), Assistant Professor in Kinesiology. Ph.D. University of Surrey.

James R. Bagley (2015), Associate Professor in Kinesiology. Ph.D. Ball State University.

Douglass Bailey (2008), Professor in Anthropology. Ph.D. Cambridge University.


Pamela Baj (1991), Professor in Nursing. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco.

Falu P. Bakrania (2005), Associate Professor in Race and Resistance Studies. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Miguel Balbo (2004), Lecturer in Philosophy. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Evra M. Baldinger (2019), Assistant Professor in Secondary Education. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Elif Balin (2016), Associate Professor in Counseling. Ph.D. Penn State University.

Daniela Balkanska (2009), Assistant Professor in Finance. Ph.D. University of California, Irvine.

Sanjoy Banerjee (1990), Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. Yale University.

David Bao (2007), Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Michael Bar (2005), Professor in Economics. Ph.D. University of Minnesota.

George Barganier (2014), Associate Professor in Criminal Justice Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.


Alison E. Baroody (2013), Associate Professor in Child and Adolescent Development. Ph.D. Purdue University.


John E. Barsotti (1973), Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. Ed.D. University of San Francisco.

Brian Beatty (2003), Associate Professor in Instructional Technologies. Ph.D. Indiana University.


Paul Beckman (1996), Professor in Information Systems. Ph.D. Purdue University.

Maziar Behrooz (2002), Associate Professor in History. C.Phil., Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Susan Belau (2008), Associate Professor in Art. M.F.A. University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Aaron Belkin (2009), Professor in Political Science. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

C. Jason Bell (2013), Lecturer in Criminal Justice Studies.

Dodie Bellamy (2000), Lecturer in Creative Writing. M.S. Indiana University, Bloomington.

Baligh Ben Taleb (2022), Assistant Professor in American Indian Studies. Ph.D. University of Nebraska – Lincoln.

Avi Ben-Zeev (2001), Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. Yale University.


Subodh Bhat (1993), Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. University of Georgia.

Peter Biella (1999), Professor in Anthropology. Ph.D. Temple University.

Derrick Bines (2020), Assistant Professor in Counseling. Ph.D. University of Oregon.

Libby Black (2017), Assistant Professor in Art. M.F.A. The California College of the Arts.


Jean-Marc F. Blanchard (2003), Associate Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. University of Pennsylvania.

Jennifer Blecha (2007), Associate Professor in Geography and Environment. Ph.D. University of Minnesota.

Leonard Blesius (2007), Professor in Geography and Environment. Ph.D. University of Iowa.

Gilda M. Bloom (1988), Assistant Professor in Secondary Education. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Henry A. Boateng (2019), Assistant Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. University of Michigan.


Robert L. Bonner (2018), Assistant Professor in Management. Ph.D. University of Texas at San Antonio.

Homayoun Borjian (2003), Professor in Elementary Education. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Andrew Borland (2001), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.
Scott Boswell (2011), Associate Professor in Cinema. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.


Katharyn Boyer (2004), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Erin Bray (2019), Assistant Professor in Earth and Climate Sciences. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Barbara.


John M. Brewer (2019), Assistant Professor in Physics and Astronomy. Ph.D. Yale University.

Nicole Brodsky (1999), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Robert Browder (2021), Librarian.


Yvonne N. Bui (2014), Professor in Special Education. Ph.D. University of Kansas.


Laura W. Burrus (1996), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Wisconsin.

See Won Byun (2018), Assistant Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. The George Washington University.

C

Anita Cabrera (1996), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Gustavo Adolfo Calderon (1989), Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of Iowa.


Angelica Camacho (2018), Assistant Professor in Criminal Justice Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Riverside.

Dennis R.M. Campbell (2013), Associate Professor in History. Ph.D. University of Chicago.

Sarita N. Cannon (2006), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Rebecca Carabez (2008), Professor in Nursing. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco.

Lourdes Cárdenas (2018), Associate Professor in Journalism. M.F.A. University of Texas at El Paso.


Teresa Carrillo (1993), Professor in Latina/Latino Studies. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Christopher M. Carrington (1994), Associate Professor in Sociology. Ph.D. University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Michelle Carter (1988), Professor in Creative Writing. M.A. Stanford University.

Fernando Carvalho (2021), Assistant Professor in Industrial Design. Ph.D. Loughborough University.

John Caskey (1998), Associate Professor in Geology. Ph.D. University of Nevada.

Nona Caspers (2002), Professor in Creative Writing. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Joseph Cassara (2020), Assistant Professor in Creative Writing. M.F.A. Iowa Writers’ Workshop.

Davide Celoria (2012), Associate Professor in Equity, Leadership Studies and Instructional Technology. Ed.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Jiyoung Cha (2014), Associate Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. Ph.D. University of Florida.

May-Lee Chai (2018), Associate Professor in Creative Writing. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Esther Chan (1985), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Yee-Hung Mark Chan (2014), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Chun Chia Chang (2006), Professor in Accounting. Ph.D. University of Houston.

David D. Chao (1990), Professor in Information Systems. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Sudip Chattopadhyay (1999), Professor in Economics. Ph.D. University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.

Anoshua Chaudhuri (2003), Professor in Economics. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Vivian Chávez (2000), Associate Professor in Public Health. Dr.P.H. University of California, Berkeley.

Christopher Chekuri (2004), Associate Professor in History. Ph.D. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Cheng Chen (2009), Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. Lehigh University.

Joseph Chen (2006), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. Harvard University.

Lily Chen (1998), Professor in Biomedical Laboratory Science. Ph.D. State University of New York, Buffalo.
Yu-Charn Chen (1988), Professor in Design. D.I.T. University of Northern Iowa.

Min Chen (2015), Associate Professor in Accounting. Ph.D. Kent State University.

Lele Chen (2020), Assistant Professor in Accounting. M.S.A. Suffolk University, Ph.D. The University of Texas at San Antonio.

Yiwen Chen (2022), Assistant Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. University of Missouri.

Adelbert Cheng (2004), Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Maxine Chernoff (1994), Professor in Creative Writing. M.A. University of Illinois, Chicago.

Kirill Chernomaz (2007), Associate Professor in Economics. Ph.D. The Ohio State University.

Yitwah Cheung (2005), Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. University of Illinois, Chicago.

Rex Cheung (2017), Assistant Professor in Decision Sciences. Ph.D. University of California, Davis.

Tai-Yin Chi (2018), Assistant Professor in Information Systems. Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University.

Harriet Chiang (1999), Lecturer in Journalism. J.D. University of California, Hastings College of Law.

Tendai Chitewere (2007), Professor in Geography and Environment. Ph.D. Binghamton University.

Steve Choe (2015), Associate Professor in Cinema. M.Phil. Universiteit van Amsterdam; Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Susan Cholette (2002), Professor in Decision Sciences. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Fangyu Chou (2005), Professor in Nursing. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco.

Shih-Chu Chou (2016), Assistant Professor in Accounting. M.P.A. The University of Texas at Austin, Ph.D. The University of Texas at Dallas.

Fatima Zahrae Chrif Alaoui (2016), Associate Professor in Communication Studies. Ph.D. University of Denver.

Ellen Christensen (2019), Assistant Professor in Design. M.F.A. Rhode Island School of Design.

William Christmas (1996), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Julie A. Chronister (2007), Professor in Counseling. Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Diana Chu (2004), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Hsiao-Yun Chu (2006), Professor in Design. Ph.D. University of Brighton.

Frank Cipriano (2000), Research Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Arizona.

Emily Clader (2016), Associate Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. University of Michigan.

Hilary Clark (2004), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Will Clark (2020), Assistant Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Matthew Clark Davison (2003), Lecturer in Creative Writing. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Stephanie Claussen (2021), Assistant Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Sophie Clavier (2003), Professor in International Relations, Dean of Graduate Studies. Ph.D. La Sorbonne, France.

Andrea Clay (2003), Professor in Sociology. Ph.D. University of California, Davis.

Kendra Van Cleave (2003), Associate Librarian. M.S., M.A. Simmons College.

Chris Clemens (2013), Associate Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. M.F.A. City University of New York, Brooklyn College; Ph.D. University of Connecticut.

Kimberly A. Coble (2016), Professor in Physics and Astronomy. Ph.D. University of Chicago.

William Cochlan (2000), Estuary and Ocean Science Center Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of British Columbia.


Deborah Cohler (2002), Professor in Women and Gender Studies. Ph.D. Brown University.

Robert Keith Collins (2006), Associate Professor in American Indian Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Marguerite Conrad (2001), Assistant Professor in Elementary Education. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Nicholas D. Conway (2017), Assistant Professor in Political Science. J.D. Indiana University Maurer School of Law; Ph.D. Texas A&M University.

Jeffrey T. Cookston (2002), Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. The University of Texas at Austin.


Barbara Cooper (1993), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Karen Coopman (1998), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Paola Cortés-Rocca (2007), Associate Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. Princeton University.

Sarah Crabtree (2012), Associate Professor in History. Ph.D. University of Minnesota.
Ilana Crispi (2016), Associate Professor in Art. M.F.A. Mills College.

Robyn Crook (2015), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. The Graduate Center, City University of New York.

Karen Crow-Sanchez (2007), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Sachi Cunningham (2012), Associate Professor in Journalism. M.J. University of California, Berkeley.

Deborah Curtis (1991), Professor in Interdisciplinary Studies in Education. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Sarah Curtis (2003), Professor in History. Ph.D. Indiana University.

D

Sina Damangir (2014), Assistant Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. University of Houston.

Wei Ming Dariotis (2000), Professor in Asian American Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Barbara.

Juanita Darling (2008), Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

Jennifer Daubnmier (2016), Associate Professor in Recreation, Parks, and Tourism. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.


Jerry D. Davis (1988), Professor in Geography and Environment. Ph.D. University of Georgia.

Joshua Davis (2019), Assistant Professor in Journalism. M.A. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

Mark Allan Davis (2016), Assistant Professor in Africana Studies. M.F.A. Smith College.

Kurt Daw (2008), Professor in Theatre Arts. Ph.D. The Union Institute and University Graduate School.

Michael De Anda Muñiz (2020), Assistant Professor in Latina/Latino Studies. Ph.D. University of Illinois at Chicago.

José Acacio De Barros (2007), Professor in Liberal Studies. Ph.D. Brazilian Center for Research in Physics, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Kathleen Deguzman (2016), Associate Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. Vanderbilt University.

Doreen Deicke (1989), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Petra Dekens (2007), Professor in Oceanography. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Donna De La Perriere (2004), Lecturer in Creative Writing. M.F.A. Brown University.

Victor De La Rosa (2006), Professor in Art. M.F.A. University of California, Davis; M.F.A. Rhode Island School of Design.

José R. De La Torre (2008), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco.

Wilfred Denetclaw Jr. (2000), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Carolina De Robertis (2016), Associate Professor in Creative Writing. M.F.A. Mills College.

Geoffrey Desa (2008), Professor in Management. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Ashmi Desai (2019), Assistant Professor in Communication Studies. Ph.D. University of Colorado Boulder.


Roland De Wolk (1993), Lecturer in Journalism. A.B. University of California, Berkeley.

Janis Dickinson (2001), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. Cornell University.

Steve Dickson (1999), Lecturer in Creative Writing. B.A. University of Minnesota, Duluth.

Therese Doan (2011), Assistant Professor in Nursing. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco.

Marc L. Dollinger (2002), Professor in Jewish Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Carmen R. Domingo (1997), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Hsiu-Huei Lin Domizio (2006), Assistant Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ed.D. Columbia University.

Patricia Donohue (2011), Associate Professor in Equity, Leadership Studies and Instructional Technology. Ph.D. University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

Courtney Donovan (2007), Associate Professor in Geography and Environment. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Timothy B. D’orazio (1984), Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Amy Dorie (2017), Associate Professor in Apparel Design and Merchandising. Ph.D. Iowa State University.

Jeffrey Downing (2002), Professor in Art. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Marie Drennan (2007), Associate Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Richard Dugdale (2000), Estuary and Ocean Science Center Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Wisconsin.

Jozo Dujmović (1994), Professor in Computer Science. Ph.D. University of Belgrade.

Irene F. Duller (2008), Lecturer in Asian American Studies. M.A. San Francisco State University.
Jeffrey Duncan-Andrade (2004), Professor in Latina/Latino Studies, Professor in Race and Resistance Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Ian Dunham (2017), Assistant Professor in Management. Ph.D. Temple University.


Crystal L. Edwards (2022), Assistant Professor in Africana Studies. Ph.D. University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee.


Rebecca Eissler (2018), Assistant Professor in Political Science. Ph.D. The University of Texas at Austin.

John P. Elia (1987), Professor in Public Health. Ph.D. University of California, Davis.

Jessica Elkind (2008), Associate Professor in History. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Burcu Akan Ellis (2004), Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. American University.


Elahe Enssani (1998), Associate Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Laura Epstein (2006), Professor in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Barbara.


Isauro M. Escamilla Calan (2022), Assistant Professor in Elementary Education. Ed.D. San Francisco State University.

Kevin Eschleman (2012), Assistant Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. Wright State University.

Raymond Esquerra (2000), Professor in Biochemistry. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Catriona R. Esquibel (2005), Professor in Race and Resistance Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Guillaume Faddoul (2018), Assistant Professor in Information Systems. Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University.

Sarah Fama (2010), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Yanan Fan (2006), Professor in Secondary Education. Ph.D. Michigan State University.

Pooyan Fazli (2018), Assistant Professor in Computer Science. Ph.D. University of British Columbia.

Todd Feldman (2009), Professor in Finance. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Matthew Ferner (2012), Estuary and Ocean Science Center Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology, Research Director for the San Francisco Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve. Ph.D. Georgia Institute of Technology.

Bo Ferns (2006), Associate Professor in Hospitality and Tourism Management. Ph.D. Purdue University.

Eugenio Ferrari (2000), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Pavia (Italy).

Jason Ferreira (2005), Associate Professor in Race and Resistance Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Mariana Ferreira (2003), Professor in Liberal Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley and San Francisco.

Glenn E. Fieldman (1990), Associate Professor in Environmental Studies. Ph.D. University of Denver.

Christopher Fiene (2011), Lecturer in International Relations. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Christopher Finley (2011), Associate Professor in Art. B.F.A. Art Center College of Design.

Debra Fischer (2003), Adjunct Professor in Physics and Astronomy. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Dawn-Elissa Fischer (2007), Associate Professor in Anthropology. Ph.D. University of Florida.

Maureen Fitzgerald (2000), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Sandra D. Fitzgerald (2013), Associate Professor in Counseling. Ph.D. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Doris Flowers (1991), Professor in Equity, Leadership Studies and Instructional Technology. Ph.D. University of Virginia.

Rachel Flynn (2020), Assistant Professor in Child and Adolescent Development. Ph.D. University of California, Riverside.

Bradley Fogo (2016), Associate Professor in Secondary Education. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Tonya M. Foster (2021), Assistant Professor in Creative Writing. Ph.D. Graduate Center, City University of New York.


Valerie Francisco-Menchavez (2016), Associate Professor in Sociology. Ph.D. City University of New York, The Graduate Center.

George R. Frankel (1991), Professor in Accounting. M.B.A. University of California, Berkeley, J.D. Yale Law School, LL.M. New York University, School of Law.

Amber Friesen (2012), Associate Professor in Special Education. Ph.D. Indiana University.

Luella Fu (2018), Assistant Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. University of Southern California.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Megumi Fuse</td>
<td>Associate Professor in Biology</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Toronto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Marie Gagliato</td>
<td>Associate Professor in Management</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Galjour</td>
<td>Lecturer in Creative Writing</td>
<td>B.A. Nicholl’s State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carina Gallo</td>
<td>Associate Professor in Criminal Justice Studies</td>
<td>Ph.D. Stockholm University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad R. Ganji</td>
<td>Professor in Engineering</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcela García-Castañon</td>
<td>Associate Professor in Political Science</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Washington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yessica Garcia Hernandez</td>
<td>Assistant Professor in Latina/Latino Studies</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of California, San Diego.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Garcia-Moreno</td>
<td>Professor in Liberal Studies</td>
<td>Ph.D. Cornell University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Gard</td>
<td>Professor in Psychology</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse D. Garnier</td>
<td>Associate Professor in Journalism</td>
<td>B.A. San Francisco State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Gassner</td>
<td>Professor in Biochemistry</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aakash Gautam</td>
<td>Assistant Professor in Computer Science</td>
<td>Ph.D. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark W. Geisler</td>
<td>Professor in Psychology</td>
<td>Ph.D. State University of New York, Stony Brook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Gelms</td>
<td>Assistant Professor in English Language and Literature</td>
<td>Ph.D. Miami University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheldon Gen</td>
<td>Professor in Public Administration</td>
<td>Ph.D. Georgia Institute of Technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Lynn George</td>
<td>Associate Professor in Nutrition and Dietetics</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of California, Davis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy C. Gerber</td>
<td>Professor in Chemistry and Biochemistry</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor R. Getz</td>
<td>Professor in History</td>
<td>Ph.D. School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Ghan</td>
<td>Lecturer in English Language and Literature</td>
<td>M.A. San Francisco State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Gilbert</td>
<td>Adjunct Professor in Biology</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Washington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James R. Gilligan</td>
<td>Associate Professor in English Language and Literature</td>
<td>Ph.D. Purdue University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus Ginwala</td>
<td>Professor in Music</td>
<td>D.M.A. Peabody Conservatory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Ginwright</td>
<td>Professor in Africana Studies</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Ikaike Gleisberg</td>
<td>Assistant Professor in Sexuality Studies</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugie Goen-Salter</td>
<td>Professor in English Language and Literature</td>
<td>Ph.D. Stanford University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arek Goetz</td>
<td>Professor in Mathematics</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Illinois, Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael A. Goldman</td>
<td>Professor in Biology</td>
<td>Ph.D. Purdue University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maarten Golterman</td>
<td>Professor in Physics</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Amsterdam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricardo Gomes</td>
<td>Professor in Design</td>
<td>M.F.A. University of California, Los Angeles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolie Goorjian</td>
<td>Lecturer in English Language and Literature</td>
<td>M.A. San Francisco State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constance Gordon</td>
<td>Assistant Professor in Communication Studies</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Colorado Boulder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Gordy</td>
<td>Professor in Political Science</td>
<td>Ph.D. Cornell University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Gorzycki</td>
<td>Professor in Cinema</td>
<td>M.F.A. San Francisco State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Gosliner</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of New Hampshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukhiro Goto</td>
<td>Professor in Theatre Arts</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dora Goto</td>
<td>Lecturer in Clinical Laboratory Science</td>
<td>M.S. San Francisco State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakarias Grafilo</td>
<td>Lecturer in Music; member, Alexander String Quartet</td>
<td>B.A. San Francisco State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Gray</td>
<td>Adjunct Professor in Biology</td>
<td>Ph.D. University of Washington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Gray</td>
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Veronica Rabelo (2017), Associate Professor in Management. Ph.D. University of Michigan.


Stephen Ralston (2004), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Washington, Seattle.

Robert M. Ramirez (1992), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Davis.

Elizabeth Ramirez Soto (2017), Assistant Professor in Cinema. Ph.D. University of Warwick.

Eghbal Rashidi (2020), Assistant Professor in Decision Sciences. Ph.D. Mississippi State University.

Bala Ravikumar (2001), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Michigan.

Kasturi Ray (2006), Associate Professor in Women and Gender Studies. Ph.D. Brown University.

R. David Rebanal (2016), Associate Professor in Public Health. Dr.P.H. University of California, Berkeley.

Jen Reck (2019), Assistant Professor in Sociology. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Jeremy Reid (2019), Assistant Professor in Philosophy. Ph.D. University of Arizona.

Meredith Reischneider (2017), Assistant Professor in Anthropology. Ph.D. Stanford University.
Nancy L. Reist (1987), Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. Ph.D. University of Minnesota.

Mary Requa (2017), Assistant Professor in Special Education. Ph.D. University of California at Berkeley.

Belinda I. Reyes (2006), Associate Professor in Latina/Latino Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Mark Reynolds (2001), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Ronald B. Richardson (2006), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Benjamin Ridgway (2012), Associate Professor in Cinema. M.F.A. California Institute of the Arts.

Blake Riggs (2009), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Raquel Rivera Pinderhuges (1992), Professor in Urban Studies and Planning. Ph.D. Graduate Center of New York.


Mark Roberge (1994), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Amanda Roberti (2020), Assistant Professor in Political Science. Ph.D. Rutgers University, New Brunswick.

Nina Roberts (2005), Professor in Recreation, Parks, and Tourism. Ph.D. Colorado State University.


Bruce Robertson (2001), Associate Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. University of Cincinnati.

Rita Rodriguez (2008), Assistant Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Fermin Adrian Rodriguez (2007), Associate Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of Princeton.


César “Ché” Rodríguez (2016), Associate Professor in Criminal Justice Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Barbara.

Susan Roe (2012), Associate Professor in Hospitality and Tourism Management. Ph.D. University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Theresa Roeder (2005), Professor in Decision Sciences. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.


Rorianne Rohlfs (2015), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Ponipate Rokolekutu (2019), Assistant Professor in Race and Resistance Studies, Assistant Professor in Asian American Studies. Ph.D. University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.

Peter Roopnarine (2001), California Academy of Sciences Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Davis.

Charles Rope (1997), Lecturer in Communication Studies. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Erik J. Rosegard (2001), Professor in Recreation, Parks, and Tourism. Ph.D. University of Utah.

Sandra J. Rosen (1994), Professor in Special Education. Ph.D. Vanderbilt University.

Dustin Ross (2016), Associate Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. Colorado State University.

Barry Samuel Rothman (1986), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. California Institute of Technology.

Scott Roy (2011), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. Harvard University.

Luwei Ruan (2016), Associate Professor in Accounting. Ph.D. Carnegie Mellon University.


Cristina Ruotolo (1997), Professor in Humanities. Ph.D. Yale University.

Will Russell (2004), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Randolph Rutsky (2003), Professor in Cinema. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

John Ryan (2009), Lecturer in Communication Studies. M.A. San Francisco State University.
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Benjamin Sabey (2015), Associate Professor in Music. Ph.D. University of California, San Diego.

Charli Sakari (2019), Assistant Professor in Physics and Astronomy. Ph.D. University of Victoria.

Mohammad Ramadan Salama (2005), Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of Wisconsin, Madison.


Macy Salzberger (2020), Assistant Professor in Philosophy. Ph.D. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

Aritree Samanta (2018), Assistant Professor in Environmental Studies. Ph.D. Cleveland State University.
Diana R. Sanchez (2017), Assistant Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. Colorado State University.


Marcel Santos (2005), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ed.D. Harvard University.


Lutfus Sayeed (1996), Professor in Information Systems. Ph.D. Georgia State University.

Margaret Schoerke (1994), Professor in English Language and Literature. M.F.A., Ph.D. Washington University.

Andrea Schriner Kellogg (2007), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.


Jerome Schwab (1994), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University; M.A. Sorbonne, Paris.


Virginia Schwarz (2020), Assistant Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.

Michael Schweikardt (2022), Assistant Professor in Theatre Arts and Dance. M.F.A. Pennsylvania State University.

Mary E. Scott (1990), Professor in Humanities. Ph.D. Princeton University.

Clare Sears (2007), Associate Professor in Sociology. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Kimberly Seashore (2015), Associate Professor in Mathematics. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Aida Seballos (1975), Lecturer in Spanish. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Ravinder Sehgal (2007), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco; Postdoctoral Fellow San Francisco State University; Postdoctoral Fellow University of California, Davis.

Sanjit Sengupta (1996), Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Gitanjali Shahani (2007), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. Emory University.


Nasser Shahrasbi (2022), Associate Professor in Information Systems. Ph.D. HEC Montréal.

Jerald Shapiro (1976), Professor in Social Work and Director of the School of Social Work. M.P.H. University of California, Berkeley; J.D. John F. Kennedy University.

Manely Sharifian (2016), Assistant Professor in Management. Ph.D. University of Alberta.

Amita Shastri (1989), Professor in Political Science. M.Phil. University of Delhi; Ph.D. Jawaharlal Nehru University.

Jennifer Shea (2008), Professor in Public Administration. Ph.D. University of Massachusetts, Boston.

Kathleen Shea (2008), Associate Professor in Nursing. Ed.D. University of San Francisco.

Susan B. Shimanoff (1986), Professor in Communication Studies. Ph.D. University of Southern California.

Vinay K. Shrivastava (1990), Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. Ph.D. University of Southern California.

Scott N. Siegel (2014), Associate Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. Cornell University.

Stuart W. Siegel (2016), Adjunct Professor in Estuarine Science. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Mark Sigmon (1993), Lecturer in History. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.


Roblyn Simeon (1996), Professor in International Business. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Kevin Simonin (2014), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California Berkeley.

Ian Sinapuelas (2007), Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. (2007), Purdue University.

Joshua Singer (2008), Associate Professor in Design. M.F.A. California College of the Arts.

Rahul Singh (2004), Professor in Computer Science. Ph.D. University of Minnesota.

Dipendra Sinha (1987), Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. University of Manchester, Institute of Science and Technology.

Stephanie L. Sisk-Hilton (2005), Professor in Elementary Education. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Yue-Ting Siu (2016), Associate Professor in Special Education. Ph.D. University of California at Berkeley.

Eugene Sivadas (2020), Professor in Marketing, Dean, Lam Family College of Business. Ph.D. University of Cincinnati.

Britta Sjogren (1999), Professor in Cinema. M.F.A., Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Leonard Sklar (2003), Adjunct Professor in Geology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Amy Skonieczny (2007), Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. University of Minnesota.
Anastasia Smirnova (2016), Associate Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. The Ohio State University.

David G. Smith (2004), Professor in Classics. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Miriam Smith (1998), Associate Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. J.D. Brigham Young University; M.A. University of Southern California.

Ryan P. Smith (2017), Assistant Professor in Hospitality and Tourism Management. D.HTM The Hong Kong Polytechnic University.

Amy Smith (2004), Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. University of California at Santa Cruz.

Greta Snider (2001), Professor in Cinema. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Jeffrey B. Snipes (2002), Professor in Criminal Justice Studies. Ph.D. State University of New York, Albany.

Valerie Soe (1997), Professor in Asian American Studies. M.F.A. School of the Art Institute of Chicago.

Mary Soliday (2008), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

Sada Soorapanth (2005), Professor in Decision Sciences. Ph.D. The University of Michigan.

Joanne Sot (2018), Assistant Professor in Accounting. Ph.D. ESSEC Business School.

Omar Sosa-Tzec (2020), Assistant Professor in Design. Ph.D. Indiana University Bloomington.

Gloria Soto (1996), Professor in Special Education. Ph.D. Purdue University.

Nick Sousanis (2016), Associate Professor in Liberal Studies. Ed.D. Columbia University Teachers College.

Alice Sowaal (2005), Associate Professor in Philosophy. Ph.D. University of California, Irvine

Tony Sparks (2012), Associate Professor in Urban Studies and Planning. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Bethany Sparks (2019), Assistant Professor in Cinema. M.F.A. University of Southern California.

Dianthe M. Spencer (1990), Professor in History. J.D. Hastings College of Law.

Marc Stein (2014), Professor in History. J.D. University of Pennsylvania.

Kim Steiner (2001), California Academy of Sciences Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Davis.

Jonathon Stillman (2005), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. Oregon State University.

Alexander Stine (2013), Associate Professor in Oceanography. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Genie N. L. Stowers (1991), Professor in Public Administration. Ph.D. Florida State University.

Brian Strang (1995), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Molly Strear (2016), Associate Professor in Counseling. Ph.D. University of Northern Colorado.

Judi E. Strebel (2000), Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Robert Strong (1993), Lecturer in Marketing. M.B.A. San Francisco State University.

Yuli Su (1996), Professor in Finance. Ph.D. University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.


Amy Sueyoshi (2002), Professor in Race and Resistance Studies, Professor in Sexuality Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.

Jennifer Summit (2014), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. Johns Hopkins University.

Timothy Sun (2020), Assistant Professor in Computer Science. Ph.D. Columbia University.

Anusha Sundarrajan (2019), Assistant Professor in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences. Ph.D. Purdue University.

Gaurav Suri (2016), Associate Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Dean P. Suzuki (1989), Professor in Music. M.A. University of Southern California.

Ásta Sveinsdóttir (2005), Professor in Philosophy. Ph.D. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Andrea Swei (2013), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Johnny Symons (2013), Associate Professor in Cinema. M.A. Stanford University.
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Ray Tadio (2008), Associate Professor in Dance. M.F.A. University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

Emiko Takagi (2017), Assistant Professor in Gerontology. Ph.D. University of Southern California.


Tomoko Takeda (2007), Assistant Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of Oregon.

Lisa Takeyama (2006), Associate Professor in Economics. Ph.D. Stanford University.

Carol Tang (2001), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

Kimberly Tanner (2004), Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco.

Gus Tarakji (1986), Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. Clemson University.

Charlotte Tate (2009), Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. University of Oregon.

Sherri Taylor (2015), Associate Professor in Family and Consumer Sciences. Ph.D. Loma Linda University.

Whitney K. Taylor (2019), Assistant Professor in Political Science. Ph.D. Cornell University.

Kwok-Siong Teh (2006), Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Tom Thomas (2002), Professor in Management. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Autumn Thoyre (2016), Associate Professor in Environmental Studies. Ph.D. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Carissa Threewitt (2022), Lecturer in Clinical Laboratory Science. San Francisco State University.

Chanan Tigay (2012), Associate Professor in Creative Writing. M.F.A. Columbia University.


Justin Tiwald (2006), Professor in Philosophy. Ph.D. University of Chicago.

Jassen Todorov (2008), Professor in Music. M.M. Eastman School of Music

Jo Tomalin (2001), Professor in Theatre Arts. Ph.D. Capella University.

Rebecca Toporek (2003), Professor in Counseling. Ph.D. University of Maryland, College Park.

Jennifer Trainor (2007), Professor in English Language and Literature. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Truong Tran (2004), Lecturer in Creative Writing. M.F.A. San Francisco State University.

Smita Trivedi (2014), Associate Professor in Management. Ph.D. George Washington University.

Giuseppe (Pino) Trogu (2007), Professor in Design. M.F.A. Rhode Island School of Design.


Andrei Tsygankov (2000), Professor in Political Science. Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. University of Southern California.

Joseph S. Tuman (1992), Professor in Communication Studies. J.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Gulnur Tumbat (2005), Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. (2005), University of Utah.

Wesley Ueunten (2007), Professor in Asian American Studies. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.


Ilona Vandergriff (1996), Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Saskia Van Kampen (2019), Assistant Professor in Design. M.F.A. York University.

Juliana Van Olphen (2002), Associate Professor in Public Health. Ph.D. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Patricia Van Velsor (2004), Professor in Counseling. Ph.D., University of Toledo.

Michael Vasey (2014), Estuary and Ocean Science Center Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Nicole Salazar Velmeshew (2018), Assistant Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Miami.

Maria J. Veri (2008), Professor in Kinesiology. Ph.D. University of Tennessee, Knoxville.


Felicia Viator (2015), Associate Professor in History. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Lisa Vicar (1999), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Lucia Volk (2003), Professor in International Relations. Ph.D. Harvard University.


Vance Vredenburg (2007), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

James Wagstaffe (1986), Lecturer in Journalism. J.D. Hasting College of Law.

Dayna Walker (2018), Assistant Professor in Management. Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University.

Andrew Walls (2009), Associate Professor in Hospitality and Tourism Management. Ph.D. University of Central Florida.

David Walsh (2003), Professor in Kinesiology. Ph.D. University of Illinois, Chicago.


Linda Wanek (1993), Professor in Physical Therapy. Ph.D. University of Southern California.

Hui-Ming (Deanna) Wang (2005), Professor in Marketing. Ph.D. Purdue University.


Qian (Janey) Wang (2009), Associate Professor in Public Administration. Ph.D. Indiana University.

Jingyi Wang (2019), Assistant Professor in Computer Science. Ph.D. University of Houston.


Maika Watanabe (2003), Professor in Secondary Education. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Nicole Watts (2003), Professor in Political Science. Ph.D. University of Washington.

Laura Wayth (2013), Professor in Theatre Arts. M.F.A. American Repertory Theatre / Moscow Art Theatre School Institute for Advanced Theatre Training at Harvard University.

Christopher S. Weinberger (2009), Associate Professor in Comparative and World Literature. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Steven L. Weinstein (1997), Associate Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco.

Tania Weiss (2000), Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Michigan.

Lisa D. White (1990), Adjunct Professor in Geology. Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz.

Jonathon Whooley (2014), Lecturer in International Relations. Ph.D. University of Florida.


Cynthia Wilczak (2007), Professor in Anthropology. Ph.D. Cornell University.

Frances Wilkerson (2000), Estuary and Ocean Science Center Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Bristol.


Gary Williams (2001), California Academy of Sciences Research Professor, Adjunct Professor in Biology. Ph.D. University of Cape Town (South Africa).

Robert A. Williams (1999), Professor in Counseling. Ph.D. University of Missouri.

Jackson Wilson (2009), Professor in Recreation, Parks, and Tourism. Ph.D. Colorado State University.

Yumi Wilson (2004), Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts. M.F.A. University of San Francisco.

Stephanie Windle (2013), Associate Professor in Nursing. D.N.P. University of San Francisco.


Pamela Wolfberg (2003), Professor in Special Education. Ph.D. San Francisco State University with University of California, Berkeley.


C. S. (James) Wong (1990), Professor in Computer Science. Ph.D. The University of Texas, Dallas.

Joan Wong (1998), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. M.A. San Francisco State University.

Yim Yu Wong (1995), Professor in International Business. Ph.D. University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Yutian Wong (2009), Professor in Dance. Ph.D. University of California, Riverside.

Jenna Wong (2016), Assistant Professor in Engineering. Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley.

Crystal O. Wong (2007), Lecturer in English Language and Literature. Ed.D. San Francisco State University.

JenneWo Wong (2003), Lecturer in Asian American Studies. M.A. San Francisco State University.


Christian Wright (2003), Professor in Psychology. Ph.D. University of South Florida.

Doñela C. Wright (2016), Assistant Professor in Africana Studies. Ph.D. Temple University.


Yang Xia-Desai (2014), Associate Professor in Modern Languages and Literatures. Ph.D. University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

Huizhong Xu (2016), *Professor in Physics*. Ph.D. University of Maryland, College Park.

Y

Hui Yang (2006), *Associate Professor in Computer Science*. Ph.D. Ohio State University.

Sybil S. Yang (2014), *Associate Professor in Hospitality and Tourism Management*. Ph.D. Cornell University.

Brian Yang (2018), *Assistant Professor in Finance*. Ph.D. University of California, Irvine.

Inae (Lena) Yang (2022), *Assistant Professor in Accounting*. S.J.D. Tulane University.

Wei-Ru "Andy" Yao (2018), *Assistant Professor in Kinesiology*. Ph.D. Georgia State University.

Dilara Yarbrough (2016), *Associate Professor in Criminal Justice Studies*. Ph.D. University of California, San Diego.


Darlene Yee-Melichar (1990), *Professor in Gerontology*. Ed.D. Teachers College, Columbia University.


Ilmi Yoon (2000), *Professor in Computer Science*. Ph.D. University of Southern California.

Aiko Yoshino (2014), *Associate Professor in Recreation, Parks, and Tourism*. Ph.D. Indiana University.

Betty Yu (2009), *Professor in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences*. Ph.D. San Francisco State University & University of California, Berkeley.

Hao Yue (2015), *Associate Professor in Computer Science*. Ph.D. University of Florida.

Z

Maria Del Rosario Zavala (2012), *Associate Professor in Elementary Education*. Ph.D. University of Washington, Seattle.

Lena Zhang (1999), *Professor in Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts*. Ph.D. University of Georgia.


Xiaorong Zhang (2013), *Associate Professor in Engineering*. Ph.D. University of Rhode Island.

Yabing Zhao (2015), *Associate Professor in Decision Sciences*. Ph.D. The State University of New York at Buffalo.

Dehua Zheng (1994), *Adjunct Professor in Asian American Studies*. Ph.D. University of Hong Kong.

Yi Zhou (2016), *Associate Professor in Finance*. Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles.


Andrew Zink (2007), *Professor in Biology*. Ph.D. Cornell University.